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Abstract— Virtual backbone has been proposedas the
routing infrastructur e to alleviate the broadcastingstorm
problem in ad hoc networks. Sincethe nodesin the virtual
backboneneedto carry other node’s traffic, and node and
link failur eare inherent in wir elessnetworks, it is desirable
that the virtual backbone is fault tolerant. In this paper,
we proposea new algorithm called ConnectingDominating
Set Augmentation (CDSA) to construct a 2-connectedvir -
tual backbone which can resist the failur e of one wir eless
node.Weprove that CDSA hasguaranteedquality, because
the size of the CDSA constructed 2-connectedbackbone
is within a constant factor of the optimal 2-connected
virtual backbone size. Thr ough extensive simulations, we
demonstrate that CDSA can impr ove the fault tolerance
of virtual backbone with only marginal extra overhead.

I . INTRODUCTION

Ad-hoc networks are formed of wirelessnodeswith-
out any underlying physical infrastructure.In order to
enabledata transfersin suchnetworks, all the wireless
nodesneedto frequentlyfloodingcontrol messagesthus
causinga lot of redundancy, contentionsand collisions
( known as“broadcaststormproblem” [1]). As a result,
virtual backbonehasbeenproposedastheroutinginfras-
tructureof adhoc networks [2]. With virtual backbones,
routing messagesareonly exchangedbetweenthe back-
bonenodes,insteadof beingbroadcastedto all thenodes.
Prior work [2] hasdemonstratedthat virtual backbones
could dramaticallyreducerouting overhead.

It is desirablethatthevirtual backboneis fault tolerant
since the nodesin the virtual backboneneed to carry
othernode’s traffic. However, virtual backbonesareoften
very vulnerabledue to frequent node failure and link
failure,which are inherentin wirelessnetworks. Hence,
how to constructa fault tolerant virtual backbonethat
continuesto function during node or link failure is an
importantresearchproblem.

We model an adhoc network with the widely used

Unit Disk Graph(UDG), assumingthat eachnodehas
the sametransmissionrange.Fault tolerantvirtual back-
bone problem is formulatedas follows: Given a UDG�������
	���

that modelsthe network, find a subsetof
nodes � with minimum sizeand satisfies:i) eachnode
not in � is dominatedby at least � nodesin � , ii) � is�
-node-connected.The nodesin � arecalledbackbone

nodes.In this paper, we study a special caseof this
problem for � ���

and
� ���

, i.e., to constructa 2-
connected1-dominatingvirtual backbone.This problem
is essentiallyequalto 2-connecteddominatingsetprob-
lem, which is a well known NP-hardproblem1

We propose a centralized approximation algo-
rithm called ConnectedDominating Set Augmentation
(CDSA) to constructa 2-connectedvirtual backbonethat
can accommodatethe failure of one wirelessnode.To
the bestof our knowledge,this paperis the first one to
addressthe 2-connectedvirtual backboneproblem.The
mainideais to first constructaconnecteddominatingset,
thenaugmentit to be 2-connectedby addingnew nodes
to the backbone.We prove that CDSA has a constant
performanceratio of

�����
, thus the quality of CDSA is

guaranteed.
Through extensive simulations,we demonstratethat

our algorithmcan improve the fault toleranceof virtual
backbonewith only marginal extra overhead.Specifi-
cally,

�����
of all nodesareselectedinto the2-connected

virtual backbonewhen the averagenode degree is
���

,
which is only � � higher than a connectedvirtual
backbone.If the average node degree is � � , CDSA
selectsonly

�����
of the nodesinto 2-connectedvirtual

backbone.
The restof this paperis organizedasfollows. Section

1In the remaining of this paper, we will use 2-connected(or
1-connected)virtual backbone,2-connected1-dominating (or 1-
connected1-dominating) virtual backbone,2-connected(or con-
nected)dominatingset,2-CDS(or CDS) interchangeably.



2 describesthe relatedwork. In section3, we present
CDSA algorithm and prove its correctnessand analyze
the time complexity. The approximationratio of CDSA
is analyzedin section 4. In section 5, we show the
simulationresults.Section6 concludesthis paper.

II . RELATED WORK

In [3], Dai et al addressthe problem of construct-
ing k-connectedk-dominating virtual backbonewhich
is k-connectedand each node not in the backboneis
dominatedby at least k nodesin the backbone.They
proposethree localizedalgorithms.Two algorithms,k-
gossipalgorithm and color basedk-CDS algorithm,are
probabilistic.In k-Gossipalgorithm,eachnodedecides
its own backbonestatuswith a probability basedon the
network size, deploying area size, transmissionrange,
and

�
. Color basedk-CDS algorithmproposesthat each

noderandomlyselectsoneof the k colorssuchthat the
network is divided into k-disjoint subsetsbasedon node
colors.For eachsubsetof nodes,a CDS is constructed
andk-CDSis theunionof

�
CDS’s.Thedeterministical-

gorithm,k-Coveragecondition,only worksin very dense
network and no upper bound on the size of resultant
backboneis analyzed.The key differencebetweenour
work and their work is that we addressthe 2-connected
1-dominating virtual backboneproblem. Our work is
not a specialcaseof [3] becausewe require different
value of connectivity and domination.In addition, our
algorithm can constructa smallervirtual backboneand
hasa constantapproximationratio.

Recent work on sensor deployment and repair-
ing [4][5] addressesthe problemsof deploying a sensor
network from scratch or repairing a sensor network
by adding new sensorsto satisfy a certain connectiv-
ity requirement.Theseproblemscan be mappedinto
minimum size k-connectedEuclideanSteiner network
problem [6][7]. In our study, the node location has
alreadybeendecided.In otherwords,we needto choose
a subsetof nodesout of a pre-deployednetwork, instead
of addingnew nodesinto the network.

In [8], Agrawal et al. proposeapproximationsfor
GeneralSteinerNetwork that addressesthe problemof
finding a subsetof nodesof a givennetwork thatsatisfies
a certain edgeconnectivity requirement.In this paper,
we focus on node connectivity. In addition, [9] [10]
study how to construct2-connectedspanningsubgraph
with minimum weight or minimum number of edges.
Our work differs from theirs in that we selecta subset
of nodes,but not a spanningsubgraph.

In summary, noneof thepreviouswork addressthek-
connectedm-dominationproblem.This paperis the first
oneto study2-connected1-dominatingvirtual backbone
problemandto proposean efficient approximationwith
a guaranteedquality.

III . A NEW ALGORITHM FOR 2-CONNECTED

V IRTUAL BACKBONE

In this section,we presenta ConnectedDominating
SetAugmentationalgorithm(CDSA) for constructinga
2-connectedvirtual backbone.We first introducesome
definitions used in the algorithm, then presentthe de-
tailedalgorithm.Subsequently, we prove thecorrectness
of the algorithmandanalyzeits time complexity.

A. Preliminaries

Before we introducethe algorithm, we needto give
the following definitions: A cut-vertex of a connected
graph

�
is a vertex � such that the graph

����� ���
is disconnected.A block is a maximal subgraphof

�
without cut-vertices. A biconnectedgraph is a graph
without cut-vertices. Clearly a block with more than
three nodesis a biconnectedcomponent.A leaf block
of a connectedgraph

�
is a subgraphof

�
which is a

block with only onecut-vertex.

B. Algorithm

The main ideaof CDSA is: i) constructa small-sized
ConnectedDominatingSet (CDS) asa startingpoint of
the backbone,ii) iteratively augmentthe backboneby
addingnew nodesto connecta leafblock in thebackbone
to otherblock (or blocks),iii) the augmentationprocess
stopswhen all backbonenodesare in the sameblock,
i.e., the backbonenodesare 2-connected.The intuition
of CDSA is that a 2-CDS is also a CDS, thus by
constructinga small-sizedCDS,we do not introduceany
unnecessarynodes.Moreover, we only add nodesthat
are necessaryto make the 2-connectedportion larger.
In total, the sizeof the 2-connectedvirtual backboneis
bounded.

CDSA is illustratedin Algorithm 1. Given a network�
modeledby aunit diskgraph

�
, thealgorithmconsists

of four main steps:

1) Useany �
	�� constructionalgorithmto construct
a CDS � of

�
. We adoptthe algorithmproposed

in [11] insteadof thewell-known algorithmin [12]
because [11] interleaves the processof finding
Maximum IndependentSet(MIS) andthe process
of connectingMIS. It is betterthan [12] in terms
of CDS size.

2



2) Computeall the blocks in � using the standard
algorithm in [13] which is basedon the depth
first searchfor computingthe bi-connectedcom-
ponents.

3) Calculatethe shortestpath in the original graph
that satisfies the requirements:i) the path can
connecta leaf block in � to otherportionof � , ii)
the path doesnot containany nodesin � except
thetwo endpoints.Thenaddall intermediatenodes
in this path to � .

4) Repeatsteps2) and3) until � is 2-connected.

Algorithm 1 ConnectedDominatingSet Augmentation
Algorithm (CDSA) for constructinga 2-Connectedvir-
tual backbone

1: INPUT: A 2-connectedgraph
� � � � 	 � 

2: OUTPUT: A 2-connected1-dominatingsubgraph�
of
�

3: C = computeCDS(G);/* C is a connecteddominat-
ing setof G */

4: B = computeBlocks(C);/* B is a list of all blocks
in C */

5: while (B containsmore thanoneblock)
6: L = findLeafBlock(B); /* L is one leaf block */
7: for (eachnode ����� && � is not a cut-vertex)
8: for (eachnode ��� � � � )
9: Construct

�	�
from

�
by deleting all nodes

in C(except u and v) and all the edgesincident to
thosenodes;

10: if thereexists at leastone �
� -path in
� �

11: ���� = shortestPath(v,u,
� �

);
/* P is the shortestuv-pathcontainingonly non-

backbonenodesas the intermediatenodes*/
12: � � ����� ��� ;
13: endfor
14: endfor
15: ���� = thepathwith shortestlengthamongall paths

in P;
16: � � ��� intermediatenodeson ����� ;
17: B = computeBlocks(C);
18: endwhile

Fig. 1 givesanexampleof theoriginal network topol-
ogy and the constructed2-connectedvirtual backbone
by CDSA. The network consistsof 100 nodeswhich
are randomly placed in a

��� � ��� � ��� � ��� area. The
transmissionrangeis

� � � � . Dark lines give the contour
of the2-connectedvirtual backbone,while thegraylines
illustrate the original network topology. As we cansee,
the 2-connectedvirtual backboneis much smaller than

the original topology.

Fig. 1. An exampleof 2-Connectedvirtual backbone

C. Correctness

Now we prove that our algorithm guaranteesa 2-
connectedvirtual backbone.We argue that in Algo-
rithm 1: i) in line 6, a leaf block always exists, ii) in
line 14, a path ����� alwaysexists,andiii) the while loop
from line 5 to line 17 will run in boundedtime.

For i), it hasbeenproved in [14] that if a graph
�

is not 2-connected,at leastoneblock in
�

hasprecisely
onecut-vertex of

�
, i.e,at leastoneleafblockexists.For

ii), ���� alwaysexisting meanstherealwaysexists a path
with only non-backbonenodesto connecta leaf block
to anotherblock if the � 	�� is not 2-connected.This
is true because

�
is 2-connected.If we deletethe cut-

vertex from
�

, theremustexist a path � in the original�
connectingthe leaf block to otherblocksin � 	 � . In

� 	 � , the only way to connectthis leaf block to other
blocks is through the cut-vertex, thus all nodesexcept
the two endpointson � arenon-backbonenodes.

For iii), if the original graph
�

is connected,the
number of blocks always decreases2 by adding new
nodesbecauseat least the leaf block is merged into
anotherblock to form a biggerblock without generating
new blocks.Thus,supposethereare � blocksin theCDS,
at most � � � stepsare neededto build a 2-connected
virtual backbonefrom the CDS.

2Note this is not true if � is not connectedin the first place.In
that case,the numberof blocks might increaseor be the sameby
addingnew connectors
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D. Time Complexity

Theorem1: Suppose� is the numberof nodesin the
original graph,the time complexity of CDSA is

� � ���  .
Proof. Time complexity of constructinga CDS of the
graphis

� � �  , the first stepneeds
� � �  time. Suppose� is the number of edgesin the original graph, the

time complexity of computingblocksof thegraphusing
DepthFirst Searchschemeis

� � ��� �  , thusthesecond
step needs

� � � �  time since � is
� � � �  . The time

complexity of third stepis dominatedby theShortestPath
function,which runsin

� � � �  . Thesecondandthird step
are executedat most � � � (the maximum numberof
blocks) times.Therefore,the time complexity of CDSA
is

� � � �  . �
IV. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS

In this section,we prove that CDSA hasguaranteed
quality. First we prove that at each augmentingstep,
limited numberof nodesare addedinto the backbone,
thenwe show that CDSA hasa constantapproximation
ratio of 64.

Lemma1: At most
� �

new nodes are added into
the backboneat each augmentingstep (step 3 in the
descriptionof CDSA).
Proof. Supposewe mark the backbone nodes with
BLACK and the remainingnodeswith GRAY. Suppose
� is a leaf block of �
	�� and � is the cut-vertex. Sup-
posenodes� and � , where � � � and � � �	��
���������� �
� , are the two black nodesconnectedby the shortest
possiblepath without any black nodes3, thereare three
possibilitiesthat nodes� and � areconnected,that is �
and � are connectedby one connector, two connectors,
and more than two connectors.Fig. 2.(a) illustratesthe
scenarioof existing more than two connectors.

We claim that if the shortestpath between�
� called
�� � has more than two intermediatenodes,all inter-
mediatenodesexcept � and � must be a neighborof
the cut-vertex � . This is true because:suppose� � � is
� 	 � 	������ 	 � 	 � and oneof the intermediatenodes,let’s say
node � is not a neighborof � (asillustratedin Fig. 2.(b)),
� must have anotherblack neighbor � or else � is not
dominatedby any CDS nodes,contradicting to CDS
nodesdominatethe network. If so, the pathbetween�
�
or �
� hasa shorterdistancethan � � � , which contradicts
that ��� � hasthe shortestdistance.

Now we show that there exists a path connectinga
leaf block to anotherblock with a limited number of

3As we have proved in correctnessanalysis,such a path always
exists

1

2

3

4

5

6

u

v

Fig. 3. � is the cut-vertex, node � and  are both neighborsof
node �

1

2

3

4

5

6

u

v

a

y

Fig. 4. � is the cut-vertex, � is in its leaf block is a neighborof� , while  is not in the leaf block and  is not a neighborof �

intermediatenodes.The position of node � and � has
four possibilities:i) nodes � and � are both neighbors
of node � , ii) node � is a neighborof � , but node � is
not. iii) node � is a neighborof � , but node � is not.
iv) neithernode � nor � areneighborsof node � .

Case i) is illustrated in Fig. 3. We can divide the
neighborhoodof � into 6 regions marked from 1 to
6 as shown in the graph by the dashedstraight lines.
Thedashedcircle is theneighborhoodof thenodein the
centerof the circle. All the interconnectingnodesare
marked with gray color. Note that all nodes(not shown
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(a) Scenariosfor more than two
connectors
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(b) Path �  is smallerthan path�  

Fig. 2. All intermediatenodesareneighborsof the cut-vertex
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Fig. 5. � is the cut-vertex, � is in its leaf block while  is not in
its leaf block andneither � nor  areneighborsof �

all on thefigure)fall in thesameregioncomposeaclique
becausethey arein eachother’s transmissionrange.Thus
thereareat most2 interconnectingnodesin region 3, 4,
and 5. In region 2, thereare at most 1 interconnecting
nodebecauseany nodesin region 2 areneighborsof � .
For thesamereason,thereareat most1 interconnecting
nodein region 6. Thusif � and � arein the transmission
area of � , there are at most 8 interconnectingnodes
betweenthem.

Caseii) is illustratedin Fig 4. Since � is a cut-vertex,
there must exist another black node, called � in the
graph, that is a neighborof � , otherwisethe CDS is
not connectedanymore.Sincepath � � � hasthe shortest
length, then therecould not exist interconnectingnodes
in region 2, otherwisepath � � 
 hasa shorterlengththan
�� � . In regions3,4,6,thereareat mosttwo interconnect-
ing nodes.In region 1, thereare1 interconnectingnode.
There might be anotherinterconnectingnode which is
a neighborof � but not of � , called � in Fig 4. Thus
if only � is in the transmissionrangeof � , thereareat
most8 interconnectingnodesbetween� and � . Similar
to caseii), caseiii) hasat most8 interconnectingnodes.

Caseiv) is illustrated in Fig. 5. Since � is a cut-
vertex and neither � nor � is in its transmissionrange,
theremustexist two otherblacknodes,called � and

�
in

Fig 5, thataretwo neighborsof � . Sincepath � � � hasthe
shortestlength,thentherecouldnotexist interconnecting
nodesin regions1,2 and6, otherwiseeitherpath � 
 � , or
� � � or ��� 
 hasshorterlengththan ����� . Again, in regions
3,4,5,thereareat most2 interconnectingnodesin each
of them.Theremight betwo otherinterconnectingnodes
whichareaneighborof � and � but notof � respectively,
called � and � in Fig 5. Thus if neither � nor � is
in the transmissionrange of � , there are at most 8
interconnectingnodesbetween� and � .

In summary, we prove that for all possiblescenarios,
at most8 interconnectingnodesarenecessaryto connect
a leaf block to otherblocks. �
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For simplicity, we introducethe following notations.
Let

� ��� be a 2-connected1-dominatingsetwith mini-
mum size, ���
	�� be a connecteddominatingsetwith
minimum size, � 	 � be the connecteddominatingset
constructedfrom thefirst stepof our first algorithm,and� � 	�� bethe2-connecteddominatingsetresultingfrom
CDSA. We have following lemmasandtheory.

Lemma2: [11] � � 	��������	� � � 	���� � �
.

Lemma3: � � � 	 �����
� � ����� � � .
Proof. It is straightforward that � � � 	������ � � �����
becausea 2-CDS is also a CDS. Now We give an
example illustrating that in the worst case � � � 	 �� �
� � ����� � � . As shown in Fig. 6,

� � nodesare aligned
asarounda cycle. Eachnodex hastwo neighbornodes
with id x-1 and x+1. MCDS includesall nodesexcept
node0 and2n-1thus � � � 	 ��� � � � � � . OPTincludes
all 2n nodesthus � � ����� � � � . �

4

3

2

1

0

2n−4

2n−3

2n−2

2n−1

Fig. 6. The relationshipbetweenminimum connecteddominating
setandminimum 2-connecteddominatingset

Theorem2: CDSAhasaconstantapproximationratio
of 64.
Proof. In theCDSAalgorithm,first aCDSis constructed,
then in at most � � 	 �� � � stepsand eachstepat most
8 nodesare added,we constructa 2-connectedvirtual
backbone.Hence,� � � 	 ����
� � 	���� ���	� � � � 	���� � �� �
��� � 	 ��� ���

. From Lemmas2, 3, we have � � 	 ����
��� � � 	 �� � � ��� � � � ����� � �� � � � ��� � ����� � � � .
Thus � � � 	�������� � �	� � ����� � � �  ��� ��� ��� � ����� � � ���
for all � � ������� �

. �
[15] further reducedthe approximationratio of CDS

to 6.91. By applying their results,our algorithm hasan
approximationratio of

� ��� � ����� � ��� � ����� � � �
. In the

following section,we evaluate the performanceof the
proposedalgorithmusingsimulations.

V. PERFORMANCE EVA LUATION

In our simulation,we randomlygeneratevariousnet-
work topologyof differentsettingsin an

� � ��� � ��� � � � �

region. Only topologiesthat are2-connectedareconsid-
ered.For eachsetting,we performthesimulationfor 500
time andcomputethe averagevalue.

We carry out two set of simulations.In the first set,
we fix the numberof nodesand vary the transmission
rangeto evaluate the impact of transmissionrangeon
the backbonesize. For each transmissionrange, we
alsocalculatethe averagenodedegreeand evaluatethe
impact of node density on the backbonesize. In the
secondset, we fix the transmissionrangeand vary the
numberof nodesin theareato evaluatetheimpactof the
numberof thenodesin thenetwork on thebackbonesize.
For eachsetof simulations,both connecteddominating
set and 2-connecteddominating set size are recorded
and then comparedto evaluatethe effectivenessof our
algorithmin termsof the backbonesize.

A. Impactof TransmissionRange and NodeDensity

In this simulation,we randomly place 100 nodesin
an
� ��� ��� � � ��� � � region. The nodetransmissionrange

variesfrom
��� � � to

� � � � .
Fig. 7 shows the impact of transmissionrange and

nodedegreeon the backbonesize. In Fig. 7.(a), x-axis
is the transmissionrange and y-axis is the backbone
size. The solid line is the averagesize of 1-connected
backbone,and the dashedline is the averagesize of
2-connectedbackbone.Clearly, 2-CDS size is only a
little greaterthan the 1-CDS size. For example, when
the transmissionrange is � � � � , which is half of the
region edge, the 2-connectedbackbonesize is

���
out

of
� ���

nodes,which is only ! nodesmorethanthe size
of the1-connectedbackbone.Anotherobservationis that
asthetransmissionrangeincreasesfrom

��� � � to
� � � � ,

the sizeof both 1-connectedand2-connectedbackbone
decrease.In addition, the differencebetweentheir size
gets smaller as the transmissionrange increases.The
underlying reasonis that as the transmissionrangein-
creases,nodedensityincreases,smallernumberof nodes
candominatethe whole network.

To evaluatethe numberof nodesthat augmentCDS
into 2-CDS, which is the overheadfor constructinga
fault tolerant virtual backbone,we show the ratio of
2-CDS over CDS in Fig. 7.(b). As can be seen, the
performanceof CDSA algorithm is consistentunder
different network topologiessince the ratio of 2-CDS
over CDS is constantly around

� � ! . In other words,
using CDSA, the overheadis predictablebecauseit is
always around

� � ! of the CDS size. This is interesting
becausein theoreticalanalysis,we prove that in worst
case,�"�	� �
	���� nodesareaddedto augmentaCDSinto a

6
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Fig. 7. The effect of transmissionrangeandnodedensityto the backbonesize

2-CDS,while the simulationshows underaveragecase,
actuallyonly

� � ! � � � 	���� augmentingnodesareneeded.
In fact, at eachstep to augmenta leaf block to other
blocks, in

��� �
times only one or two interconnecting

nodesareneeded.
To further understandthe effect of nodedensity, we

calculatethe averagenodedegreefor eachtransmission
rangeandillustratethe backbonesizefor differentaver-
age node degreesin Fig. 7.(c). It is shown that

��� �
of all nodesare selectedinto the 2-connectedvirtual
backbonewhenthe averagenodedegreeis

���
, which is

only � � higher thana 1-connectedvirtual backbone.If
theaveragenodedegreeis � � , our algorithmselectsonly�����

of the nodesinto 2-connectedvirtual backbone.

B. Impactof NodeSize

In this simulation, we fix the transmissionrangeat� � � � , which is a quarter to the area edge (
��� � � ���� ��� � � ). Nodesizevariesfrom 10 to 200.

Fig. 8 shows the impact of nodedensityon the size
backbone.In Fig. 8.(a),x-axis is thenumberof nodesin
the network and y-axis is the backbonesize.When the
numberof nodesin thenetwork increasesfrom

� �
to � � ,

CDSand2-CDSsizeincreasesignificantly. However, the
CDS and 2-CDS size increasemuch slower when the
numberof nodesin the network increasesfrom � � to�����

andthe backbonesizekeepsalmostthe samewhen
node size is from

� � � to
��� �

. This implies that when
node number is greater than

� � � , in average,around���
nodeswith transmissionrange at

� � � can always
dominatethis

��� ��� � ��� � � ��� area and
� �

nodesare
enoughto constructa2-connectedvirtual backbone.This
shows that our algorithmhasgoodscalability.

Fig. 8.(b) shows the ratio of CDS over 2-CDS for
different node numbers.This figure is consistentwith
Fig. 7.(b) in that the ratio is constantat around

� � ! . This
confirmsthat theCDSsizeandthenumberof nodesthat
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Fig. 8. The impactof nodesizeon the backbonesize

arechosenby CDSA for augmentinga CDSto a 2-CDS
tend to be correlated.

Fig. 8.(c) shows the percentageof the nodesin the
network that are chosenin the backbones.We find that
althoughtheabsolutevalueof nodesin CDSand2-CDS
increaseasthenumberof nodesin thenetwork increases,
the percentagesof nodesselectedin CDS and 2-CDS
decrease.For example,whendeploying

� ���
nodeswith a

transmissionrangeof
� � � in the

� ��� � � � ��� � � � region,�����
of the nodesare choseninto CDS, and

� � � of
the nodesare choseninto 2-CDS. While when deploy��� �

nodeswith thesametransmissionrangein thesame
region, only

� ���
of the nodesare choseninto CDS

and
� � � of the nodes are choseninto 2-CDS. This

is reasonablebecausethe more nodes deployed in a
region, thehigherthenodedensity, thereforethesmaller
percentageof nodesareselectedinto CDS and2-CDS.

In summary, CDSA canimprove thefault toleranceof
virtual backbonewith only marginal extra overhead.The

performanceof CDSA algorithmis consistentunderdif-
ferentnetwork topologiesandtheoverheadis predictable
andusually is

� � ! of the CDS size.

VI . CONCLUSION

In this paper, we studied the k-connected m-
dominatingproblemandproposea new algorithmcalled
ConnectingDominating Set Augmentation(CDSA) to
construct a 2-connectedvirtual backbone.We prove
that CDSA has constantapproximationratio, thus has
guaranteedquality. Through extensive simulations,we
demonstratethat CDSA can improve the fault tolerance
of virtual backbonewith only marginal extra overhead.

Our future work will focuson two directions:i) pro-
posedistributedandlocalizedalgorithmfor 2-connected
virtual backbone,ii) proposegeneralalgorithm for any�

and � .
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